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APPLIANCE DOOR LATCH SYSTEM WITH interacting components that provide a compact configura 
PRE - LATCHING CATCH ALIGNMENT tion that improves mounting placement and results in quiet 

SYSTEM operation . 
Specifically , in one embodiment , the invention provides 

CROSS - REFERENCE TO RELATED an appliance door latch system with a door - mounted latch 
APPLICATIONS feature such as a striker assembly or a receptacle supported 

by an appliance door . The striker assembly includes a striker 
This application claims the benefit of U.S. provisional that moves with the door toward and away from an appliance 

application 62 / 524,147 filed Jun . 23 , 2017 and is hereby housing when the appliance door is moved between door 
incorporated by reference . 10 closed and open positions . A latch mechanism receives the 

striker or other door - mounted latch feature ( s ) to secure the 
FIELD OF THE INVENTION appliance door in the door closed position and releases the 

striker to release the appliance door when the door is 
opened . The latch mechanism includes a catch that selec The present invention relates to home appliances such as 15 tively engages the striker or other door - mounted latch fea dishwashers and front - loading washing machines which ture ( s ) for holding the appliance door in the door closed may have access doors with latching mechanisms and to an position . A pre - latching catch alignment system supports the appliance door latch system that provides consistent and catch and aligns the catch relative to the door - mounted latch quiet operation while accommodating door height variation . feature ( s ) while the door is moved from the door open 

20 position toward the door closed position . BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION It is , thus , a feature of at least one embodiment of the 
invention to provide a mechanism for automatically aligning 

Appliances such as dishwashers and front - loading wash- appliance door latch components . 
ing machines may have front access doors and latches that The pre - latching catch alignment system may include a 
hold the doors shut to compress door gaskets to seal water 25 floating catch carrier that supports the catch . At least a 
within washing chambers of the appliances . In order to portion of the floating catch carrier is movable with respect 
eliminate the need for a latch handle , it is known to use an to the appliance housing when the floating catch carrier 
over - center spring mechanism in an appliance door latch and / or catch engages the striker assembly or other door 
that toggles between a stable closed position and a stable mounted latch feature ( s ) . The floating catch carrier may lift 
open position when the door is pushed closed and pulled 30 upwardly to accommodate the striker passing under the 
open . U.S. Pat . Nos . 9,487,976 and 7,306,266 , assigned to catch during an appliance door latching event in which the 
the present assignee and hereby incorporated by reference , striker or other door - mounted latch feature ( s ) is inserted into 
describe appliance door latches . the latch mechanism . The floating catch carrier may include 

Appliance door height can vary between units , even an inner end that faces away or is further from the appliance 
within the same appliance model line . This is due to manu 35 door and an outer end that faces or is closer to the appliance 
facturing and production or assembly variations . The varia door . The floating catch carrier outer end may provide the 
tions include component size variations and alignment varia height - adjusting movement by pivoting upwardly when the 

striker passes under it during the appliance door latching tions during assembly that collectively provide tolerance event . stack - ups . Door height variations can cause corresponding The floating catch carrier may be spring biased to a first relative position variations between latch components such position against a stop and includes a sloped guide surface as latch strikers and latch cams or catches , which can lead receiving a feature of the striker assembly or , for example , to misalignment - related latching performance issues . a surface of door itself , to move the floating catch carrier In order to accommodate these variations in latch com away from the stop against the spring biasing to position the 
ponent positions , the latch cams are typically made large 45 catch carrier into alignment with the striker or other door 
with large slots that provide a relatively loose fit that are still mounted latch feature ( s ) as the door is closed . The surface 
operable despite potential component misalignment ( s ) . or feature may be offset a predetermined distance from the 
Accordingly , the large and loose - fitting latch cams ensure reminder of the striker or door - mounted latch feature ( s ) . In 
that the latch cams can receive the strikers regardless of their a striker implementation of the door - mounted latch feature , 
assembled position ( s ) . However , large latch components 50 this may include being offset from the striker toward the 
limit their mounting location options . floating catch carrier to bring the catch carrier into alignment 

Over - center spring mechanisms are typically used to before the catch reaches the striker . 
actuate latch cams , with springs that are energized as the It is , thus , a feature of at least one embodiment of the 
doors are opened . However , when the springs release their invention to provide components with cooperating configu 
energy as the doors close , loose - fitting latch cams can 55 rations to align the catch to the door - mounted latch 
produce loud noises . That is because the large clearances feature ( s ) before they contact each other , such as before a 
between the strikers and cam surfaces in loose - fitting latch catch - to - striker contact . 
cams allow the over - center spring mechanisms to accelerate It is , thus , a feature of at least one embodiment of the 
the closing rotation of the latch cams to speeds that allow the invention to provide a mechanically simple mechanism for 
latch cams to collide with the striker with enough force to 60 aligning appliance door latch components by way of a 
generate loud slapping or clunking noises . floating component ( s ) that is pushed into a correct position 

during a door latching event . 
SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION The catch may be a pawl with a pawl body that is 

connected to the floating catch carrier and a pawl claw that 
The present invention provides an appliance door latch 65 extends from the pawl body . The pawl claw may selectively 

system that handles tolerance stack - ups and / or other manu- engage a receptacle as the door - mounted latch feature ( s ) to 
facturing and production or assembly variations with small latch the appliance door in the door closed position . The 

40 
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pawl may be movable between a pawl lowered position and of the striker's position . The floating cam carrier includes an 
a pawl raised position . When in the pawl lowered position , alignment block that , during a latching event , contacts the 
a tip of the pawl claw may extend downwardly beyond a striker assembly or other door - mounted latch feature ( s ) 
lower surface of the floating catch carrier , such as a bottom before the cam and slides across the striker assembly or 
wall of the floating catch carrier , to define a first tip position . 5 other door - mounted latch feature ( s ) to deflect the floating 
When in the pawl raised position , the tip of the pawl claw cam carrier and automatically align a cam opening with the may define a second tip position that is raised relative to the striker or other feature to provide a constant height between first tip position , such as at the same height or higher than the cam and door - mounted latch feature . This ensures con the bottom wall of the floating catch carrier . The pawl may 
move from the pawl lowered position to the pawl raised 10 other latch features despite differences in relative positions sistent points of engagement between cams and strikers or 
position to accommodate an upper door edge or other caused by manufacturing and production or assembly varia surface or feature that moves in unison with the door passing tions , which allows for providing cams and strikers or other under the floating catch carrier during an appliance door 
unlatching event in which the door - mounted latch feature ( s ) door - mounted latch features with tighter fits . Cams and 
is withdrawn from the latch mechanism . The pawl may be is strikers or other door - mounted latch features that fit tighter 
pivot - mounted to the floating catch carrier so that the pawl against each other produce less noise during latching events . 
pivots between the lowered and raised positions . The pawl The invention may also ensure proper alignment of close 
may be biased toward the pawl lowered position and , fitting cams and strikers or other door - mounted latch fea 
therefore , in a normally lowered position . The pawl may be tures by ensuring consistent points of engagement even 
movable between retracted and extended positions . When in 20 though latch component positions may have changed over 
the retracted position , the pawl body is arranged relatively time due to such things as component wear in appliance door 
farther inward relative to the appliance housing or away hinges or other system joints or changes in compliance or 
from the door . When in the pawl extended position , the pawl other wear characteristics of door gaskets . By ensuring 
body is arranged relatively farther outward relative to the consistent cam - to - striker or other feature alignment by pas 
appliance housing or moved outwardly from the retracted 25 sively adjusting cam height to a proper height relative to the 
position . A translation joint between the pawl and the striker or other feature , smaller cams can be implemented 
floating catch carrier may allow relative movement between that provide shorter overall latch assembly heights , permit 
the pawl and the floating catch carrier and guide the move- ting installation in locations that would otherwise be chal 
ment of the pawl between the pawl retracted and extended lenging , such as between the top of a washer tub and an 
positions . The translation joint may include a slot that 30 underside of a countertop surface . 
extends longitudinally along the floating catch carrier and It is , thus , a feature of at least one embodiment of the 
provides a pathway along which the pawl moves . A pin may invention to provide a catch of simple construction , such as 
extend transversely through and be mounted to move lon- a cam , that automatically vertically floats to reposition the 
gitudinally within the slot in the floating catch carrier to cam for proper alignment during a latching event . 
connect the pawl to the floating catch carrier at the transla- 35 Other features and advantages of the invention will 
tion joint . The pin may also define a pivot axis of the pawl become apparent to those skilled in the art upon review of 
to allow the pawl to move both longitudinally and pivotally the following detailed description , claims , and drawings in 
with respect to the floating catch carrier . The pawl may be which like numerals are used to designate like features . 
biased toward the retracted position so that the pawl is 
normally retracted in a seated position . BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

It is , thus , a feature of at least one embodiment of the 
invention to provide a catch of simple construction , such as FIG . 1 is a simplified isometric view of an appliance that 
a pawl , that can default to a latched position and be pulled incorporates the appliance door latch system with a pre 
away from the latched position during the unlatching event . latching catch alignment system ; 

In another embodiment , the invention provides a dish- 45 FIG . 2 is an exploded isometric view of a first embodi 
washer with a height - correcting latch mechanism adapted to ment of the appliance door latch system of FIG . 1 ; 
receive a striker or other door - mounted latch feature ( s ) to FIG . 3 is a cross - sectional view of the appliance door 
secure the appliance door in the door closed position and latch system of FIG . 2 with a first mounting height variation 
release the striker to release the appliance door to permit of a striker assembly and an unlatched cam ; 
movement of the appliance door to the door open position . 50 FIG . 4 is another cross - sectional view of the appliance 
The latch mechanism may include a catch and a floating door latch system of FIG . 3 with the door advanced farther 
catch carrier that support the catch and at least a portion of toward a closed and latched position ; 
which is movable with respect to the appliance housing . This FIG . 5 is another cross - sectional view of the appliance 
may automatically provide height adjustment of the catch to door latch system of FIG . 3 with the door advanced yet 
vertically align the catch with the striker or other door- 55 farther toward a closed and latched position ; 
mounted latch feature ( s ) during a door - latching event in FIG . 6 is another cross - sectional view of the appliance 
which the striker or other door - mounted latch feature ( s ) is door latch system of FIG . 3 with the door advanced yet 
inserted into the latch mechanism . farther toward a closed and latched position ; 

It is , thus , a feature of at least one embodiment of the FIG . 7 is another cross - sectional view of the appliance 
invention to provide a dishwasher with an automatic height- 60 door latch system of FIG . 3 with the door in a fully closed 
adjusting door latch system of simple construction . and latched position ; 

In another embodiment , the appliance door latch system FIG . 8 is a cross - sectional view of the appliance door 
may include an over - center spring mechanism , a cam - type latch system of FIG . 2 with a second mounting height 
catch , and a floating catch carrier implemented as a floating variation of a striker assembly and an unlatched cam ; 
cam carrier that automatically moves the cam to a position 65 FIG . 9 is another cross - sectional view of the appliance 
that properly aligns a cam with a striker or other door- door latch system of FIG . 8 with the door advanced farther 
mounted latch feature ( s ) during a latching event , regardless toward a closed and latched position ; 
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FIG . 10 is another cross - sectional view of the appliance intermediate sections and wider outer or top end that pres 
door latch system of FIG . 8 with the door advanced yet ents a generally T - shaped form in cross - section . Striker 34 
farther toward a closed and latched position ; may extend upwardly from a striker plate 36 , shown here 
FIG . 11 is another cross - sectional view of the appliance with a rounded front edge , at an upper end or edge of door 

door latch system of FIG . 8 with the door advanced yet 5 24. Striker 34 is received in the latch mechanism 30 , 
farther toward a closed and latched position ; explained in greater detail elsewhere herein , along a hori 
FIG . 12 is another cross - sectional view of the appliance zontal axis 38 in a receiving direction 40 ( parallel to 

door latch system of FIG . 8 with the door in a fully closed horizontal axis 38 ) . Once so received , striker 34 is retained 
and latched position ; within latch mechanism 30 to hold the door 24 in a closed 
FIG . 13 is an exploded isometric view of a second 10 position during the washing cycle with a sealing compres 

embodiment of the appliance door latch system of FIG . 1 ; sion of the gasket 26 . 
FIG . 14 is cross - sectional view of the appliance door latch Referring now to FIG . 2 , a first embodiment of a latch 

system of FIG . 13 at the beginning of a latching event ; mechanism 30 is shown here with its components that may 
FIG . 15 is another cross - sectional view of the appliance be enclosed by the latch mechanism housing 31 ( FIG . 1 ) . 

door latch system of FIG . 13 further into the latching event ; 15 The latch mechanism 30 may include a latch frame shown 
FIG . 16 is another cross - sectional view of the appliance as latch base 42 that supports a pre - latching alignment 

door latch system of FIG . 13 at the end of the latching event system 44 , represented here as a cam pre - engagement or 
or beginning of an unlatching event ; cam pre - latching alignment system . The pre - latching align 
FIG . 17 is another cross - sectional view of the appliance ment system 44 may include a swing arm or floating catch 

door latch system of FIG . 13 further into the unlatching 20 carrier 46 that carries a catch 47 for engaging the striker 34 
event ; and to latch the appliance door closed . Catch 47 is shown here 

FIG . 18 is another cross - sectional view of the appliance with a cam configuration as cam 48. The pre - latching 
door latch system of FIG . 13 yet further into the unlatching alignment system 44 automatically vertically aligns and 
event . provides a constant relative height between cam 48 and 

Before the embodiments of the invention are explained in 25 striker 34 during latching events in which door 24 closes and 
detail , it is to be understood that the invention is not limited latches shut . Latch base 42 may be mounted in a forward 
in its application to the details of construction and the facing edge of a top wall of housing 16. Latch base 42 has 
arrangement of the components set forth in the following a boxlike configuration with interconnected walls shown as 
description or illustrated in the drawings . The invention is side walls 50 and back wall 52 that extend about the 
capable of other embodiments and of being practiced or 30 respective portions of a latch base interior 54. A pin 56 
being carried out in various ways . Also , it is to be understood extends through the latch base interior 54 , near back wall 52 
that the phraseology and terminology used herein are for the and between side walls 50 , and extends into a bore ( s ) 58 
purpose of description and should not be regarded as lim- toward the back of a catch carrier body 60 of the floating 
iting . The use of " including " and " comprising " and varia- catch carrier 46 to define a pivot joint that pivotably holds 
tions thereof is meant to encompass the items listed there- 35 the floating catch carrier 46 in the latch base interior 54. The 
after and equivalents thereof , as well as additional items and pre - latching alignment system 44 therefore provides the 
equivalents thereof . latch mechanism 30 and striker assembly 32 with features 

that engage and cooperate through various , for example , 
DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE sliding interfaces that facilitate pre - alignment of the catch 47 
PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS 40 to the striker 34 before they collide with each other during 

active latching . 
Referring now to FIG . 1 , an appliance 10 is shown Still referring to FIG . 2 , catch carrier body 60 is shown 

incorporating an appliance door latch system 12. Appliance having base segment 62 , through which bore 58 extends . 
10 is shown here as dishwasher 14 , although it is understood Base segment 62 is arranged toward the back of and extends 
that appliance door latch system 12 may be provided on a 45 across the width of catch carrier body 60. At least one 
different type of appliance 10 , such as a washing machine . alignment block , generally referred to as alignment block 
Appliance 10 includes a housing 16 , such as a dishwasher 64 , is shown here as a pair of for first and second alignment 
housing when the appliance 10 is a dishwasher 14 , that may blocks 64A , 64B , which are arranged toward the front of 
have a front opening 18. In the case of a dishwasher 14 , front catch carrier body 60. The alignment blocks 64A , 64B are 
opening 18 exposes one or more dish racks 20 for holding 50 shown transversely spaced from each and extend longitudi 
dishes or the like for washing within an inside space or nally from and lower than base segment 62 to provide a 
housing volume 22. A door 24 may be hingeably attached to downward and forward - extending forked configuration to a 
the front of the housing 16 to seal against the front of the front end of the catch carrier body 60. Alignment blocks 
housing 16 by compressing intervening peripheral gasket 26 64A , 64B , may be identical to each other . Only features of 
encircling the front opening 18 . 55 the lower - positioned ( as shown in FIG . 2 ) or first alignment 

Appliance door latch system 12 has cooperating compo- block 64A are labeled , but are applicable to the upper 
nents arranged at housing 16 and door 24 , including latch positioned ( as shown in FIG . 2 ) or second alignment block 
mechanism 30 that is mounted to housing 16 and door- 64B . Each alignment block 64A may include a back lower 
mounted latch feature shown here as a striker assembly 32 surface 66 that extends angularly down from base segment 
that is mounted to door 24. Latch mechanism 30 may have 60 62. An intermediate bottom surface 68 of alignment block 
a latch mechanism housing 31 as an enclosure that surrounds 64A extends from a front edge of back lower surface 66 . 
the components of the latch mechanism while permitting Alignment ramp 70 is shown defined by a front lower 
various latch mechanism 30 components to interact with the surface 72 of alignment block 64A that connects at its front 
striker assembly 32 , such as through an opening in a front end to shelf 74 that has a forward - facing surface and an 
wall of the latch mechanism housing 31. Striker assembly 32 65 upper surface . Front upper surface 76 extends angularly up 
includes striker 34 that may be a projection , such as a pin or and rearward from shelf 74 and connects to the top wall 78 
the like , shown here with necked - down narrower lowering of alignment block 64A . 
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Still referring to FIG . 2 , each alignment block 64 is shown nism 94 is configured to operate the cam 48 in a bi - stable 
with a slot 80 that is configured to hold and guide a pin 82 mode in which the cam 48 has two stable states which 
of cam 48 to movement of cam 48 in a longitudinal direction positions are defined by the cam 48 pivoted up into an open 
and angularly up and back toward the back of slot 80. This or unlatched position and the cam 48 pivoted down into a 
provides a rearward and upward sliding movement path of 5 closed or latched position . To provide the bi - stable opera 
cam 48 to push back and climb up and over striker 34 for tion , a front end of spring 96 is connected to cam 48 beyond 
permitting latching , if the cam 48 is improperly in a pivoted- its pivot axis defined by pins 82 , shown here as connected 
down closed position before closing the door 24 instead of to spring pin 98 , and a back end of spring 96 is connected 
a proper pivoted - up open position as shown in FIG . 2. Pins behind cam 48 , such as pin 56 . 
82 extend through slots 80 and define a translation joint 10 Still referring to FIG . 2 , cam 48 includes cam body 100 
along which the cam 48 can advance and retract relative to with a pair of sides 102 ( only one of which is visible in FIG . 
the catch carrier 46. Slots 80 are shown here with forward 2 ) from which pins 82 extend , and back and front ends 104 , 
generally horizontal segments and rear angled segments that 106 respectively facing toward and away from back wall 52 
extends angularly back and upward from the forward slot of latch base 42. Cam body 100 has a top and an opposite 
segments . The catch carrier body 62 has various features that 15 bottom , with a clasp 108 extending from the bottom of cam 
provide stops and movement guides that cooperate with body 100. Clasp 108 includes back tooth 110 and front tooth 
corresponding features of the cam 48 to , for example , 112 that are spaced from each other and each of which may 
prevent the latch rotation at various states of operation and have a projection 114 facing inwardly to define a clasp 
provide discrete cam 48 positions and guide its movement opening 116 between the projections 114. Clasp opening 116 
between unlatched and latched positions . Below slots 80 , 20 permits access into a clasp interior space 118 between the 
carrier sockets 84 may be defined in the catch carrier body back and front teeth 110 , 112. A perimeter shape of 118 
62 , shown here extending downwardly into inner carrier corresponds to a perimeter shape of striker 34 so that striker 
shelves 86 of the alignment blocks 64 that may extend 34 can nest tightly in the clasp 108. The height of the clasp 
longitudinally along the alignment blocks 64 and trans- opening 116 relative to alignment block intermediate bottom 
versely inward , into a space 88 between the alignment 25 surface 68 may correspond to a height of striker 34 relative 
blocks 64. Sockets 84 , only one of which is visible in FIG . to striker plate 36 so that a floating action of floating catch 
2 , may have generally V - shaped configurations and may carrier 46 allows for passive vertical ( re ) positioning of cam 
have straight front socket walls that extend angularly back 48 , if needed , by face - to - face sliding abutment of the 
and down from the top surface of the shelves 86 and curved alignment block 64 and striker 34 to ensure receipt of striker 
back socket walls that extend from the bottom edge of the 30 34 into the clasp interior space 118 through clasp opening 
front socket wall upward to the shelves 86. The angles and 116 . 
contours of the sockets 84 may match those of surfaces of Referring generally to FIGS . 3-12 , various door closing 
the back and bottom wall segments of the cam 48 so that the and latching sequences are shown that illustrate how appli 
back of cam 48 can nest in the sockets 84 and angle ance door latch system 12 accommodates variation and 
upwardly from the catch carrier 46 when in an open or 35 striker height with pre - latching alignment system 44 by 
unlatched state . To achieve a closed or latched state , the cam passively adjusting a height of cam 48 relative to striker 34 
48 is rotated downwardly about pins 82 to a tripped position to provide a constant relative height between cam 48 and 
and the pins 82 move rearwardly through the slots 80 while striker 34 before their engagement during latching events . 
the cam 48 is retracted into the interior space 88. Movement FIGS . 3-7 represent an extreme low position of door 24 and 
of the cam 48 from its initially tripped position to its fully 40 striker 34 , such as with the door 24 and striker 34 assembled 
closed or latched position is guided by cooperating sliding in their lowest possible position according to manufacturing 
surfaces , such as the lower surface or bottom wall of cam 48 and assembly variations with typical tolerances . FIGS . 8-12 
that interfaces with and slides over the shelves 86. This represent an extreme high position of door 24 and striker 34 , 
engagement between the bottom wall of cam 48 and the such as with the door 24 and striker 34 assembled in their 
carrier shelves 86 further provides and anti - rotation feature 45 highest possible position according to manufacturing and 
that prevents the cam 48 from rotating until it is again pulled assembly variations with typical tolerances . 
outwardly to an extended position , which allows the back of Referring now to FIGS . 3-7 a latching event is shown with 
the cam 48 to clear the rear segment ( s ) of the shelves 86 and door 24 and / or striker 34 in their lowest positions . In this 
rotate down into the catch socket ( s ) 84. Spring 90 is configuration , pre - latching alignment system 44 may oper 
arranged at a top surface of carrier body base segment 62 for 50 ate without the floating catch carrier 46 passively adjusting 
biasing the floating catch carrier 46 to pivot downwardly the height of cam 48. FIG . 3 shows that while closing door 
about a pin 56 , in a default state , whereby , at rest and when 24 , cam 48 is in its stable open or unlatched position . FIG . 
unlatched , the floating catch carrier 46 is pivoted down by 4 shows that striker plate 36 passes slightly underneath or 
spring 90 , shown as a compression spring , and the back of makes grazing contact with alignment block ( s ) 64 , such as 
cam 48 is nested within the sockets 84. This may allow the 55 at an edge defined by the intersection of the intermediate 
floating catch carrier 46 may be spring biased , for example bottom surface 68 and ramp 70. FIG . 5 shows door 24 
by spring 90 , to a first position such as a downward position closing farther , with striker 34 making the initial contact 
against a stop . The sloped guide surface of the alignment with cam 48 at the cam back tooth 110. FIG . 6 shows door 
ramp 70 receives a feature of the striker assembly 32 to 24 after closing yet farther to its closed and latched position . 
move the floating catch carrier 46 away from the stop against 60 Striker 34 is pushed against the cam back tooth 110 far 
the spring biasing to position the floating catch carrier 46 enough to pivot cam 48 to its downward and stable closed 
into alignment with the striker 34 as the door 24 is closed , or latched position . During this latching event , alignment 
which may be before engagement of the cooperating com- block ( s ) 64 contact striker plate 36 before engagement of 
ponents that latch as a pre - engagement alignment . striker 34 and cam 48 without appreciable deflection of 

Still referring to FIG . 2 , latch mechanism 30 is shown 65 floating catch carrier 46 so that cam 48 remains in substan 
with over - center spring mechanism 94 that includes spring tially the same height position during the latching event and 
96 , shown as a tension spring . Over - center spring mecha- the striker 34 is substantially aligned with the clasp opening 
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116 ( FIG . 3 ) at the beginning of the latching event . FIG . 7 components of latch mechanism 30 into proper alignment 
shows door 24 in a fully closed position , with the cam 48 for door closure . Latch mechanism 30 of this embodiment is 
moved rearwardly further into the floating catch carrier 46 , shown with its components that may be enclosed by the latch 
as guided by pins 82 ( FIG . 2 ) sliding through the slots 80 mechanism housing 31 ( FIG . 1 ) , which are mostly the same 
( FIG . 2 ) . An unlatching event occurs in the opposite order , 5 as those in FIGS . 2-12 , whereby those descriptions are 
with the cam 48 slid forward through the floating catch applicable here , only differing in the following ways . 
carrier 46 and then rotated in the opposite direction to return Instead of a cam - type catch that is bi - stable in two 
to its stable open or unlatched position . positions , the latch mechanism 30 of FIG . 13 has no over 

Referring now to FIGS . 8-12 , a latching event is shown center spring mechanism and its catch 47 is shown here as 
with door 24 and striker 34 in their highest positions . In this 10 a pawl 120 that is biased downwardly toward a neutral state 
configuration , pre - latching alignment system 44 may oper- in a locking position or pawl lowered position to hook into 
ate with the floating catch carrier 46 passively adjusting the the receptacle 111 that is shown here embedded in the front 
height of cam 48 to automatically lift the cam 48 to match door panel's upper edge . The latch frame or latch base 42 is 
the height of striker 34 before the cam 48 and striker 34 shown with two spring pockets 122 recessed into its back 
engage . The description of FIGS . 3-7 , with respect to the 15 wall 52 that receive a pair of horizontally arranged springs 
lowest mounting position ( s ) of door 24 and / or striker 34 , is 90 that push against a back wall of the catch carrier body 
applicable here with respect to FIGS . 8-12 with the highest base segment 62. This biases the swing arm or floating catch 
mounting position ( s ) of door 24 and / or striker 34 , only carrier 46 about the pin 56 at its floating catch carrier back 
differs in the following ways . FIG . 8 shows vertical mis- or inner end 126 , which pivots the floating catch carrier front 
alignment of striker 34 and cam 48. Striker 34 is positioned 20 or outer end 124 , pivoted downwardly . A pair of floating 
too high to be directly received into clasp opening 116. As catch carrier arms 128 extend between the inner and outer 
door 24 is closed farther , the rounded leading edge of striker ends 124 , 126 to connect the base segment 62 to the 
plate 36 contacts ramp 70 , shown here with a point of initial alignment blocks 64. The back portions of the alignment 
contact toward the outer end of ramp 70 near shelf 74. A blocks 64 have structures that control and limit movement of 
comparison of the positions of alignment block 64 in FIGS . 25 the pawl 120. Receptacles 130 have top and bottom walls 
8 and 9 show that closing the door 24 farther from the point 132 , 134 and a curved back wall 136 that collectively define 
of initial contact between striker plate 36 and ramp 70 lifts a sideways generally U - shaped opening that can receive and 
the alignment block 64 through sliding contact as striker locate respective portions of the pawl 120. A stop 138 is 
plate 36 slides across ramp 70 , farther under alignment block defined by a surface that extends down and angularly back 
64. This lifts the cam 48 upwardly by deflecting the floating 30 from the top wall of the alignment blocks 64 and connects 
catch carrier 46 to pivot upwardly about pin 56 while to a front edge of the receptacle top wall 132 . 
overcoming the biasing force of and compressing the spring Still referring to FIG . 13 , pawl 120 includes a pawl body 
90. Movement from the position ( s ) of FIG . 9 to that of FIG . 140 with front and back ends 142 , 144. A pawl claw 146 
10 shows that , as door 24 continues to close , striker 34 extends down and rearwardly with respect to the pawl body 
advances toward cam 48 , and an upper surface of striker 35 front end 142 and has a tip 148 that is arranged farthest from 
plate 36 slides in face - to - face abutment under the alignment the pawl body 140. A pair of lobes 150 are spaced from each 
block intermediate bottom surface 68 , and the floating catch other and extend rearwardly from the back wall of the pawl 
carrier 46 may pivotally deflect upward slightly farther and body 140. The pin ( s ) 82 , about which the pawl 120 can 
striker 34 makes initial contact with cam 48 at the cam back pivot , extends outwardly from each of the lobes 150 , shown 
tooth 110. FIG . 11 shows door 24 after closing yet farther to 40 here extending through and beyond the sides of the lobes 
its closed and latched position . Striker 34 is pushed against 150. A translation joint 152 is defined by the interconnection 
the cam back tooth 110 far enough to pivot the cam 48 to its of pawl 120 and the floating catch carrier 46. Within the 
downward and stable closed or latched position . During this translation joint 152 , pin ( s ) 82 defines a translatable pivot 
latching event , alignment block ( s ) 64 guide a passive height axis about which the pawl 120 can pivot with respect to the 
adjustment of cam 48 by engaging striker plate 36 before 45 floating catch carrier 46 while permitting longitudinal move 
engagement of striker 34 and cam 48 and lifting the floating ment . Pin ( s ) 82 are guided within the slot ( s ) 80 of the 
catch carrier 46 to pivot upwardly into a position that aligns translation joint 152 for longitudinal translation with respect 
striker 34 with the clasp opening 116 ( FIG . 7 ) of cam 48 . to the floating catch carrier 46. This arrangement allows the 
FIG . 12 shows door 24 in a fully closed position , with the pawl 120 both pivot up and down and move back and forth 
cam 48 moved rearwardly further into the floating catch 50 in a front to back direction within the translation joint 152 . 
carrier 46 , as guided by pins 82 ( FIG . 2 ) sliding through the Still referring to FIG . 13 , the translation joint 152 may 
slots 80 ( FIG . 2 ) . Here again , the unlatching event occurs in allow for multiple discrete maximum movement positions of 
the opposite order , with the cam 48 rotated in the opposite the pawl 120. The example shown here may be configured 
direction to return to its stable open or unlatched position . to provide three discrete maximum movement positions that 

Referring now to FIG . 13 , a second embodiment of latch 55 correspond to three states of the pawl 120. A default or 
mechanism 30 and a second embodiment of striker assembly resting state is defined with the pawl 120 in a retracted 
32 are shown . Instead of the door - mounted latch feature position and a lowered position , such as a combined 
having a projecting configuration like that in FIG . 2 , this retracted and lowered position . In this resting or retracted 
door - mounted latch feature is shown here with a recessed state , the pawl 120 may be stably seated within the align 
configuration with a receptacle 111 that extends downwardly 60 ment block ( s ) 64. The pin ( s ) 82 may abut the back wall of 
into the top wall of door 24 or the door upper edge from the the slot 80 and the lobes 150 may be nested in the receptacles 
striker plate 36. The striker 34 is shown here defined by a 130 so that the receptacle top and bottom walls 132 , 134 
front and / or upper edge of the door 24 inner panel that prevent pivoting of the pawl 120 when retracted , restricting 
provides the intersection between the inwardly facing sur- movement to linear movement of the pawl 120 away from 
face of the inner wall and the upper edge or upwardly facing 65 the receptacle back wall 136 against the force of spring 96 . 
surface of the top wall of door 24 that gets contacted by the In an extended state , the pawl 120 is moved forward to a 
latch mechanism 30 to automatically move the various maximum forward position and the pin ( s ) 82 may abut a 
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front wall of the slot 80. The pawl 120 may define an floating catch carrier 46 and pawl 120. After the pawl claw 
extended and lowered state in which the pawl 120 is in the 146 clears and is fully withdrawn from the recess of recep 
extended position and remains pivoted down or in the same tacle 111 in the door panel upper edge , spring 96 biases the 
angular orientations as it was in the retracted state . This may pawl 120 back into its seated position within the alignment 
position the tip of the pawl claw 146 in a first position so that 5 block 64 and , therefore , in its retracted and lowered position . 
it extends downwardly beyond a lower surface of the This may lever the floating catch carrier 46 upwardly , if the 
floating catch carrier , such as bottom wall 68 of the align- pawl 120 remains in contact with the upper surface of the 
ment block 64. The pawl 120 may define an extended and door panel upper edge so that the floating catch carrier 46 
raised state in which the pawl 120 is in the extended position and pawl 120 achieve a position like that shown in FIG . 15 . 
and is pivoted up away from its position when in the lowered 10 Further opening the door 24 from that point withdraws the 
state . This may position the tip of the pawl claw 146 in a door 24 from contacting the pawl 120 and / or floating catch 
second position so that it is raised and points in a different carrier 46 , at which point the floating catch carrier 46 falls 
direction relative to the first lowered position . To achieve back down to its lowered resting state position and the 
this position , the pawl 120 may be pivoted up and rearward floating catch carrier 46 and pawl 120 return to the state 
until further movement is prevented by an engagement 15 shown in FIG . 14 . 
between the pawl body 140 and the stop ( s ) 138 at the Certain terminology is used herein for purposes of refer 
alignment block ( s ) 64 . ence only , and , thus , is not intended to be limiting . For 

Referring now to FIGS . 14-16 , a latching event with example , terms such as “ upper ” , “ lower ” , “ above ” , and 
automatic alignment is shown with the embodiment of the “ below ” refer to directions in the drawings to which refer 
latch mechanism 30 and striker assembly 32 of FIG . 13. 20 ence is made . Terms such as “ left ” , “ right ” , “ front ” , “ back ” , 
FIG . 14 shows the floating catch carrier 46 and pawl 120 in " rear " , " bottom ” , and “ side ” describe the orientation of 
their resting states , with the catch carrier 46 biased down and portions of the component within a consistent but arbitrary 
the pawl 120 biased down and back or in the pawl retracted frame of reference which is made clear by reference to the 
and lowered position ( s ) . During the latching event , initial text and the associated drawings describing the component 
contact occurs between the striker 34 and at least one of the 25 under discussion . Such terminology may include the words 
floating catch carrier 46 and the pawl 120 , shown here specifically mentioned above , derivatives thereof , and words 
contacting angularly intersecting or overlapping surfaces of of similar import . Similarly , the terms “ first " , " second " , and 
the floating catch carrier 46 and the pawl 120 substantially other such numerical terms referring to structures do not 
simultaneously . FIG . 15 shows the floating catch carrier 46 imply a sequence or order unless clearly indicated by the 
pivoted upwardly as a function of the height of the door 30 context . 
panel upper edge relative to the pawl 120. Pawl 120 remains When introducing elements or features of the present 
seated in the alignment block 64 and thus in the pawl disclosure and the exemplary embodiments , the articles “ a ” , 
lowered and retracted position so that the height correcting “ an ” , “ the ” , and “ said ” are intended to mean that there are 
deflection is achieved through the upward pivoting of the one or more of such elements or features . The terms “ com 
floating catch carrier 46 while the door panel upper edge 35 prising ” , “ including ” , and “ having ” are intended to be 
slides underneath the floating catch carrier 46 and pawl 120 . inclusive and mean that there may be additional elements or 
FIG . 16 shows the completed latching event . The pawl 120 features other than those specifically noted . It is further to be 
has been pulled down into the receptacle 111 of the door understood that the method steps , processes , and operations 
panel upper edge , with the pawl claw 146 and an angled described herein are not to be construed as necessarily 
front wall of the receptacle 111 engaging each other along an 40 requiring their performance in the particular order discussed 
angled interface to resist both upward and rearward with- or illustrated , unless specifically identified as an order of 
drawal of the pawl 120 from the receptacle 111 of the door performance . It is also to be understood that additional or 
panel upper edge . The floating catch carrier 46 and pawl 120 alternative steps may be employed . 
are shown in substantially the same slightly downward Various features of the invention are set forth in the 
slanted orientation as that shown in FIG . 14 at the initial 45 following claims . It should be understood that the invention 
contact of the latching event , although it is understood that is not limited in its application to the details of construction 
if more vertical height correction is required for particular and arrangements of the components set forth herein . The 
implementation , the floating catch carrier 46 and pawl 120 invention is capable of other embodiments and of being 
may slant downwardly less or be closer to parallel to the practiced or carried out in various ways . Variations and 
latch frame or base 42 . 50 modifications of the foregoing are within the scope of the 

Referring now to FIGS . 16-18 , an unlatching event is present invention . It also being understood that the invention 
shown with the embodiment of the latch mechanism 30 and disclosed and defined herein extends to all alternative com 
receptacle 111 of FIG . 13. FIG . 16 represents the dishwasher binations of two or more of the individual features men 
or other appliance door 24 in its closed and latched position , tioned or evident from the text and / or drawings . All of these 
from which the unlatching event is initiated . FIG . 17 shows 55 different combinations constitute various alternative aspects 
the door 24 starting to be pulled upon during the unlatching of the present invention . The embodiments described herein 
event . Pawl 120 is unseated from its retracted position and explain the best modes known for practicing the invention 
moved linearly forward to an extended position while and will enable others skilled in the art to utilize the 
remaining in the lowered position , or downward , and unpiv- invention . 
oted position . Pulling the door 24 farther open from this 60 
point moves the pawl 120 to pivot away from its lowered What is claimed is : 
position to its position shown in FIG . 18. In FIG . 18 , the 1. An appliance door latch system of an appliance for 
pawl 120 is in its extended and raised state or position , with latching an appliance door to secure the appliance door in a 
the pawl 120 as far forward in the slot 80 as permitted and door closed position in which the door is held against an 
pivoted upwardly as far as permitted by stop 138 ( FIG . 13 ) . 65 appliance housing to cover an appliance housing opening 
Alignment block 64 is shown contacting the upper surface of and for unlatching the appliance door to release the appli 
the door panel upper edge , while being slid under the ance door to permit movement of the appliance door away 
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from the appliance housing to a door open position that a pawl claw that extends from the pawl body and selec 
exposes the appliance housing opening , the appliance door tively engages the door - mounted latch feature to latch 
latch system comprising : the appliance door in the door closed position . 

a door - mounted latch feature supported by and is move- 8. The appliance door latch system of claim 7 wherein the 
able with the appliance door toward and away from the 5 pawl is movable between : 
appliance housing when the appliance door is moved a pawl lowered position in which a tip of the pawl claw 
between the door closed and open positions ; extends downwardly beyond a lower surface of the 

a latch mechanism adapted to receive the door - mounted floating catch carrier to define a first tip position ; and 
latch feature to secure the appliance door in the door a pawl raised position in which the tip of the pawl claw 
closed position and release the door - mounted latch defines a second tip position that is raised relative to the 

first tip position . feature to release the appliance door to permit move 
ment of the appliance door to the door open position , 9. The appliance door latch system of claim 8 , wherein 
the latch mechanism including : movement of the pawl from the pawl lowered position to the 

pawl raised position is defined by an upward pivoting a catch that is selectively engageable with the door 15 movement of the pawl with respect to the floating catch mounted latch feature holding the appliance door in carrier . 
the door closed position ; and 10. The appliance door latch system of claim 9 , wherein a pre - latching catch alignment system that supports the the pawl is biased toward the pawl lowered position . 
catch and aligns the catch relative to the door- 11. The appliance door latch system of claim 7 , wherein 
mounted latch feature while the door is moved from 20 the pawl is movable between : 
the door open position toward the door closed posi- a pawl retracted position in which the pawl body is 
tion and makes contact with the door - mounted latch arranged relatively farther inward relative to the appli 
feature before the catch contacts the door - mounted ance housing ; and 
latch feature . a pawl extended position in which the pawl body is 

2. The appliance door latch system of claim 1 , wherein the 25 arranged relatively farther outward relative to the appli 
pre - latching catch alignment system includes a floating ance housing 
catch carrier that supports the catch and at least a portion of 12. The appliance door latch system of claim 11 , wherein 
which is movable with respect to the appliance housing a translation joint is defined between the pawl and the 
when at least one of the floating catch carrier and the catch floating catch carrier that is adapted to allow relative move 
engages the door - mounted latch feature . 30 ment between the pawl and the floating catch carrier and 

3. The appliance door latch system of claim 2 , wherein the guide the movement of the pawl between the pawl retracted 
floating catch carrier is spring biased to a first position and extended positions . 
against a stop and includes a sloped guide surface receiving 13. The appliance door latch system of claim 12 , wherein 
a surface of the door - mounted latch feature to move the the translation joint includes a slot that extends longitudi 
floating catch carrier away from the stop against the spring 35 nally along the floating catch carrier and provides a pathway 
biasing to position the catch carrier into alignment with the along which the pawl is movable while moving between the 
door - mounted latch feature as the door is closed . pawl retracted and extended positions . 

4. The appliance door latch system of claim 3 , wherein the 14. The appliance door latch system of claim 13 , wherein 
floating catch carrier includes : the translation joint includes a pin that extends transversely 

a floating catch carrier outer end that faces toward the 40 through and is longitudinally movable within the slot in the 
appliance door ; floating catch carrier and connects the pawl to the floating 

a floating catch carrier inner end that faces away from the catch carrier so that the pawl and pin move in unison 
appliance door , and longitudinally along the slot in the catch carrier . 
wherein the lifting upwardly of the floating catch 15. The appliance door latch system of claim 14 , wherein 

carrier is defined by an upward pivoting movement 45 the pin of the translation joint defines a pivot axis of the pawl 
of the floating catch carrier outer end with respect to so that the pawl is urged into both a translation movement 
the appliance housing . toward the pawl extended position and a pivot movement 

5. The appliance door latch system of claim 4 , wherein a during an appliance door unlatching event in which the 
pivot joint is defined at the floating catch carrier inner end striker is withdrawn from the latch mechanism . 
for providing pivoting movement between the floating catch 50 16. The appliance door latch system of claim 9 , wherein 
carrier and the appliance housing to accommodate pivoting the pawl is biased toward the pawl retracted position . 
of the floating catch carrier outer end upwardly while the 17. A dishwasher comprising : 
door - mounted latch feature passes under the floating catch a dishwasher housing providing an opening for accessing 
carrier outer end during the appliance door latching event . an interior of the dishwasher , 

6. The appliance door latch system of claim 5 , wherein : 55 a door movable between a door closed position in which 
a translation joint is defined between the catch and the the door covers the dishwasher housing opening and a 

floating catch carrier ; and door open position in which the door is moved away 
during an appliance door unlatching event in which the from the dishwasher housing to uncover the dishwasher 

door - mounted latch feature is withdrawn from the latch housing opening ; 
mechanism , the catch moves along the translation joint 60 a door - mounted latch feature mounted to the door for 
from a retracted position farther inward of the floating holding the door in the door closed position ; 
catch carrier to an extended position farther outward of a height - correcting latch mechanism adapted to receive 
the floating catch carrier . the door - mounted latch feature to secure the door in the 

7. The appliance door latch system of claim 2 , wherein the door closed position and release the door - mounted 
catch provides a pawl that includes : latch feature to release the door to permit movement of 

a pawl body that is connected to the floating catch carrier ; the door to the door open position , the height - correct 
and ing latch mechanism including : 

a 
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a catch that is selectively engageable with the door- of the door - mounted latch feature and at least one of the 
mounted latch feature for holding the door in the catch and the floating catch carrier while the door - mounted 
door closed position and moveable to release the latch feature slides under the catch carrier during the latch 
door to the door open position ; and ing event . 

a floating catch carrier that supports the catch and at 5 19. The dishwasher of claim 18 , wherein the floating catch 
least a portion of which is movable with respect to carrier defines an inner pivot joint at which the floating catch the dishwasher housing , the floating catch carrier carrier can pivot with respect to the dishwasher housing and including a guide surface arranged outwardly of the an outer pivot joint at which the catch can pivot with respect catch to contact , engage and slide with respect to the to the floating catch carrier away from a resting state door - mounted latch feature during a door latching 10 position to accommodate at least one of the door latching event in which the door - mounted latch feature is event in which the door - mounted latch feature is inserted inserted into the latch mechanism to automatically into the latch mechanism and a door unlatching event in provide height adjustment of the catch to vertically which the door - mounted latch feature is withdrawn from the align the catch with the door - mounted latch feature latch mechanism . before a contact event between the catch and the 15 
door - mounted latch feature . 20. The dishwasher of claim 19 , wherein the floating catch 

18. The dishwasher of claim 17 , wherein the floating catch carrier includes a slot and the catch is movably mounted 
carrier is pivot mounted relative to the dishwasher housing with respect to the slot providing movable mounting of the 
and biased downwardly so that the vertical alignment of the catch to the floating catch carrier to accommodate longitu 
catch with the door - mounted latch feature is provided by the 20 dinal translational movement of the catch along the slot . 
catch carrier pivoting upwardly in response to engagement * * * * 


